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With data from experiments on a jet of air emitting from an orifice flush with the
floor of a wind tunnel providing a transverse flow, analysis is conducted to extract
information about the state of anisotropy in the Reynolds stress tensor. Inflow ve-
locities are modulated across two distinct turbulence intensity regimes while holding
jet exit conditions constant, providing an opportunity to isolate effects of both jet to
crossflow velocity ratio, r and the effects of the turbulence carried by the crossflow.
Anisotropy in the Reynolds stress tensor is examined through anisotropy invariant
maps and evolution of the function F , combining the two independent invariants
of the normalized anisotropy tensor, bij. A quaternion representation of the three
dimensional rotations in the principle axes of the normalized anisotropy tensor is
developed allowing for concise graphical representations of the eigen-matrix of bij. A
component-wise view of the anisotropy tensor is presented showing the contributions
of its individual components to the state of anisotropy. It is found that emanating
into a crossflow which is itself largely anisotropic, a jet will develop a more isotropic
core region as it bends over into the crossflow, this region persists beyond 10 jet
diameters downstream of the exit. Some of the more isotropic turbulence diffuses
beyond the commonly understood bounds of the jet and this effect is enhanced by
more energetic turbulence in the crossflow.
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1 | Introduction
The jet in cross flow describes a canonical flow consisting of jet emitting a fluid at a
large angle with a freestream. There are countless examples of such flows occurring
naturally and in engineered environments. Laboratory scale buoyant jets in a cross-
flow mimic the scaled dynamics of volcanic plumes in the atmosphere [1]. Wastewa-
ter ejected into rivers and seas are sometimes subject to crossflow interactions which
cause shore attachment [2]. The performance of modern gas turbine engines is largely
due to the ability to run at very high temperatures, to achieve these high tempera-
tures film cooling systems are employed [3]. Film cooling is achieved by the ejection
of bleed air through ports on the leading edge of turbine blades [4]. The cooling
performance achieved by film cooling allows for gas temperatures to exceed allowable
metal temperatures, however certain topologies of crossflow turbulence can encourage
separation of the cool jet fluid from the boundary layer causing a detrimental effect
on performance and potential damage to the turbine[5].
The jet and the freestream can be of the same species, as is the case in ships bow
thrusters, where a jet of accelerated water is expelled from an orifice on the side
of a ship to act as a source of thrust to enact a turning moment on the ship to
ease maneuvering [6]. In other applications, such as direct fuel injection, the jet
and crossflow are of different species. Studying jets of water into a freestream of
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air, Eslamian et al. [7] found that the jet momentum ratio, q = ρjV 2j /ρ∞V 2∞ is
the primary variable associated with jet trajectory, while turbulence intensities in
the jet and the freestream seem to impact liquid atomization, mixing, and droplet
dispersion. In areas of unsedimented sea floor, sea water can seep into the earths
crust and interact with magma chambers, the then superheated water is buoyantly
driven back up through the sea floor in what is known as hydrothermal vent, resulting
in a plume [8]. Hydrothermal vents are known to be rich sources of minerals, and
locally create unique and biomass rich ecosystems in contrast to the typical sea floor
ecosystem, but are also critical sources of dissolved minerals in the oceans at large as
a result of the flow driven transport mechanisms [9][10]. The transport of dissolved
and particulate minerals emitted from hydrothermal vents throughout the ocean is
found to be highly dependent on the entrainment flow and vortex systems of the
plume, features common to all jets in crossflow [11].
Formal study of the jet in cross flow begins with interest in the dispersion of pollu-
tants from industrial chimneys. Bosanquet and Pearson [12] use eddy diffusion theory
to develop a model for coal particle dispersion from a smoke stack, concluding that at
large distances away the particle concentration at ground level is largely independent
of stack height. A series of wind tunnel experiments, again focusing on dispersion
of pollutants from smoke stacks result in empirical relationships for the vertical and
horizontal distances at which the jet becomes “substantially horizontal”. When nor-
malized by stack exit diameter each of these distances depends only on the ratio of
stack emission velocity to the crossflow velocity[13]. The ratio of jet emission velocity
to crossflow velocity, often labeled r = VJ/V∞, is equivalent to the momentum ratio q
defined above in cases where the jet fluid and the crossflow fluid are of equal densities.
Both r and q depending on configuration are the critical non-dimensional parameters
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found in literature used to classify jets in crossflow, and in many cases to collapse data
such as trajectory, and width [14] [15]. Recent studies suggest that scaling on only
r and and the jet diameter, d are not sufficient to collapse some configurations [16].
Arguments have been made that a more appropriate scaling must also consider the
boundary layer thickness, an approach that shows success at collapsing trajectories
[17].
Keffer and Baines [18] use both hot wire anemometry and imaging of an oil-vapor
/ nitrogen smoke seeded jet in a wind tunnel to explore scaling. They employ what
is termed a natural coordinate system based on coordinates representing the cen-
terline, and locus of maximum velocity respectively, along with a third coordinate
perpendicular to the others. Using the natural coordinate system, the authors seek
to collapse of various turbulence quantities as functions of a local length scale only
to demonstrate independence from crossflow velocity. Collapse to a common curve
is achieved for mean velocities, though higher order moments do not collapse sug-
gesting the the interaction with the crosswind creates complex dynamics preventing
similarity.
In another wind tunnel study of a jet of air into air Andreopoulos and Rodi [19] take
measurements with a triple wire hot wire probe and are thus able to collect three
components of velocity simultaneously. They report a complete turbulent kinetic
energy (TKE) budget along traversed profiles for a jet with a relatively small jet to
crosswind velocity ratio, r = 0.5. Directly over the jet exit and at the windward
edge of the jet core the TKE is large, production terms dominate the budget, and
are balanced largely by advection. The production terms at this point due to normal
stresses are significantly higher than those due to the shearing stresses. Profiles
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four jet diameters downstream of the exit show relatively small TKE in the lee side
region below the jet, the total TKE increases within the jet where production due
to shearing stress becomes dominant, and is balanced by diffusion and dissipation.
Above the jet on the windward edge, the balance shifts to advection and diffusion
dominant.
A detailed description of the vortex dynamics in the wake region of the jet in crossflow
is found in Fric and Roshko [20]. Using both a smoke seeded jet, and smoke wire
seeding of the crossflow, detailed photographs of the system of coherent structures
observed in the wake of the jet are presented. Comparing the jets wake to that of a
cylinder, the characteristic open wake seen in the lee side of a flow around a cylinder
is not seen in the jet, the crossflow closes in around the jet core resulting in an adverse
pressure gradient on the boundary layer. Boundary layer vorticity is then ejected and
entrained in the jet causing tornado like coherent structures, wake vortices between
the wall and the lee side of the jet to be advected downstream as depicted in figure
1.1. It is also suggested that the eruption events, and thus the appearance of the
connected coherent structures occur at regular frequencies in a narrow range of jet
to crossflow ratios around r ∼ 4.
Exploring mixing Smith and Mungal [21] employ planar laser-induced florescence,
an imaging technique which allows for accurate measurement of of the concentration
of a scalar field. By modulating nozzle diameter, the authors are able to maintain
a constant rd length scale across velocity ratios from r = 5 to r = 200. In their
analysis, a multi region scaling is proposed, very near the jet exit quantities scale
with d, allowing for observed variation in r, in the near field the jet scales with rd, in






T. F. Frie and A. Roshko 
Counter-rotating 
vortex pair 
FIGURE I. Cartoon depicting four types of vortical structure associated with the transverse-jct near 
field: jet shear-layer vortices at the perimeter of the bending jet, the developing counter-rotating 
vortex pair, horseshoe vortices on the wall, and wake vortices extending from the wall to the jet. 
1990; Frie & Roshko 1988, 1991). We begin by presenting a brief review of these 
structures before addressing the wake in particular. Illustrated by the cartoon in figure 
1, they are the following: (i) the jet shear-layer vortices; (ii) the system of horseshoe 
vortices; (iii) the incipient, counter-rotating vortex pair; and (iv) the wake vortices. 
Two of these, the shear-layer vortices and the wake vortices, are intrinsically unsteady; 
the other two, i.e. the horseshoe vortices and the vortex pair, have mean-flow definition 
although they may also have unsteady components. 
The two photographs in figure 2 clearly show the jet shear-layer cortices, which 
dominate the initial portion of the jet and which are a result of the Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instability of the annular shear layer that separates from the edge of the jet orifice. 
Figure 2(a) shows a visualization of a transverse jet as it is typically viewed from the 
side, using smoke seeding of all the entering jet fluid to visualize its trajectory. In figure 
2 (b), smoke streaklines in the centreplane of the crossflow are entrained into and 
visualize the leading edge of the deflected jet. In this photograph some smoke is faintly 
seen coming out of the centreplane from axial flow along the cores of the first few 
distorted vortex rings. These structures are of the same type as the vortex ring 
structures of free jets (Freymuth 1966; Becker & Massaro 1968; Gutmark & Ho 1983). 
Two views of horseshoe vortices wrapping around the base of a jet issuing from a wall 
into a crossflow are shown in figure 3. In figure 3 (a), a plan view of two horseshoe 
vortices is shown: they are distinct structures until just downstream of the jet orifice, 
where the turbulence of the jet's wake is evident. Figure 3 (b) shows a cross-sectional 
view of two horseshoe vortices for the same flow, which shows the flow pattern 
produced by the interaction of the horseshoe vortices upstream of the jet and the 
Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices in the leading-edge shear layer of the emerging jet. For 
comparison, figure 3 (c) shows a horseshoe-vortex system for the flow around the base 
of a wall-mounted circular cylinder. For both the jct and the cylinder, the approaching 
Figure 1.1 Diagr m of the major vortex systems prese t in e j t in crossflow, figure directly from
Fric and Roshko [20].
different scaling regimes correspond to the area of formation of the counter rotating
vortex pair, the development f the counter rota ing vortex pair, a d finally a region
where t e counter rotating vortex pair is fully developed.
Additional exploration into the mixing dynamics is found in Shan and Dimotakis [22],
experiments conducted in a water tunnel with a seeded jet of water emitted from the
top. Scalar co cen ration data are collected via l ser induc d flor scenc at a velocity
ratio of r = 10 with jet Reynolds numbers ranging from 1× 103 to 20× 103. Results
of scalar separation distance show less variance in vertical separations compared to
horizontal separations at small distances, a feature not present for larger separations
this suggests that the small scal s of the flow are anisotropic, with a preferred vertical
direction.
The typical experimental arrangement studied, and the arrangement considered in
this work, consists of an jet emitting from a round orifice flush with a planar surface
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subjected to a crossflow with an established boundary layer and far from any walls
[23][24][25]. There are various other configurations that can be described as a jet
in crossflow such as a jet emitting from an orifice in a tube within a tube, such is
the cases in the use of central venous catheters used in hemodyalysis. In such an
application, the jet emitted through a port on the side of the catheter within the
vein. Interactions occur with both the crossflow and the wall of the superior vena
cava, resulting in complex flow dynamics not seen in the freestream configurations.
The coupled interactions can potentially damage the wall of the vein [26].It is crit-
ical to consider the implications of flow geometry when interpreting experimental
results.
There is much interest in the development and refinement of models of turbulent jets
in crossflow ranging in complexity from simply predicting trajectory to the simula-
tion of the fully 3 dimensional flow field. Early models relied on scaling arguments
and experimentally determined constants for parameters such as trajectory or scalar
concentration. Integral models reduced the need for experimental results to achieve
solutions for such quantities, but often at the expense of accuracy [27]. With ad-
vances in computational resources many authors apply turbulent viscosity models
to the flow such as k − E closure which is described in some detail in appendix 6.
Early results from such modeling attempts typically fail to mimic behavior seen in
experiments [28]. Interested in accelerating the development process of turbine film
cooling design, Claus [29] compares the results of a k− E turbulence model to exper-
imental data. Large discrepancies are shown in even basic mean velocity profiles, the
isotropy assumption in the Reynolds stresses modeled is blamed for the model to be
of “limited usefulness"[29]. A more recent study on k−ω models compares the model
output to experimental data of a supersonic jet into a transonic crossflow. The model
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shows an over predicted velocity deficit in addition to inaccurate strength and loca-
tion of the counter rotating vortex pair. Beyond this the model fails to differentiate
the natural length scales Reynolds stress tensor components [30].Further discussion
on why such models may be inappropriate for the complexities of the jet in crossflow
is discussed in section 2. The four common Reynolds stress transport models in use
are compared to experiments on a jet into ambient, with much better agreement than
the eddy viscosity models attempted before suggesting that models that bypass the
Boussinesq hypothesis could preform better in shear flows.
The jet in crossflow is a perfect combination of ubiquity and complexity. Because the
flow is seen in many applications it is well studied and there is much demand for accu-
rate modeling. As it is also so complex there are still active questions to explore about
the fundamental physics of the flow, correlated to the amount of active questions, it
is a particularly difficult flow to accurately model. Particularly, as discussed above
the readily available and often utilized k − E often fails to capture the mean velocity
field. Recently, Ray et al. [31] employed a Bayesian optimization scheme to tune the
constants in the k − E model, while they were able to better predict the mean flow,
and even the normal components of the Reynolds stress tensor, their model failed to
identify any Reynolds shear stress. It is of course possible to preform direct numerical
simulation (DNS) on the flow field with good results such as those obtained by Mup-
pidi and Mahesh [32]. Large eddy simulation (LES) is very capable of extracting the
dominant features of the flow field [33]. These computationally expensive methods
are not ideal for many applications, much of the work in the modeling of volcanic
plumes relies on integral models built on sparse measurements as initial conditions,
working on scales inconceivable to DNS [34]. There is much room in the field of tur-
bulence modeling to bring the prediction accuracy higher for lightweight simulations.
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A great deal of current work explores replacing the closure models for the Reynolds
stress tensor in the Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes equations with machine learning
algorithms an approach that has the capability to revolutionize the way RANS sim-
ulations are conducted[35]. New parameterizations of turbulent flows are relevant in
this context, Wu et al. [36] uses a quaternion parameterization of the anisotropy ten-
sors eigenvectors in a machine learning model in order to predict the perturbations
required to to correct RANS simulated Reynolds stress tensors, a similar quater-
nion parameterization method is employed in this work to qualitatively describe the
position of the principle axes of the anisotropy tensor.
It is in the context of an evolving turbulent modeling space that the Reynolds stress
anisotropy tensor of the jet in cross flow is studied here. The development of imagi-
native approaches to the persistent modeling problem relies on an understanding of
the physics of the flow, and in complex flows such as the jet in crossflow there are
seemingly infinite views into the physics. Presented here is a summary of classical
framework of why Reynolds stress anisotropy is relevant to the questions of turbulence
modeling, and with it a brief derivation of the relevant equations found in section 2.
The basis of the analysis built upon the classical framework and as briefly discussed
above, a rather unique approach through quaternion representations of rotating axes
is described in section 3. Results are given, first a characterization of the mean flow,
followed by two views into the anisotropy of the Reynolds stress tensor, a qualitative
assessment of a quaternion representation of the principle axes of said Reynolds stress
anisotropy tensor, and finally a component wise view of said tensor. The work is then
concluded with conclusions, found in section 6.
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2 | A brief summary of turbulence modeling
The general governing equations which completely describe a the motion of a fluid,
based on the laws of classical mechanics and formalized by Claude-Louis Navier in
1821, and later apparently independently by George Gabriel Stokes in 1850, are
known as Navier-Stokes equations [37]. Applied to an incompressible, Newtonian


















The vector ui represents the instantaneous velocity field, ρ the fluid density, p the
pressure, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. While regarded as the foundation of
modern fluid mechanics, the Navier-Stokes equations did not become relevant to the
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study of fluid dynamics until the 1880s with the exploration of turbulent flows by 
Reynolds and Boussinesq [38]. As a consequence of the non-linear convection term, 
equations (2.1) and (2.2) can be solved analytically only in the simplest of model flows 
such as laminar channel flow, Couette flow, and Poiseuille flow in a pipe [39]. These 
analytical solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations are however of little practical use 
as they require generally non-physical assumptions to reduce the equations to a form 
where a solution exists and are of course incapable of describing a turbulent flow 
field.
2.1 Brute Force Methods
It is possible to solve (2.1) and (2.2) numerically, they make up a closed system of 
differential equations, solutions exist. Direct numerical simulation (DNS) solves (2.1) 
and (2.2) simultaneously in three dimensions across time, ideally capturing all time 
and spacial scales, and is thus perfectly suited to generating solutions to turbulent 
flows which prohibit analytical solutions [40]. Difficulties arise when attempting to 
design direct numerical simulations as a direct consequence of the potential instabil-
ities in solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations. The left hand side of equation (2.2) 
has the effect of introducing sharp gradients and discontinuities to potential solu-
tions, while the left hand side smooths and causes solutions to decay. The Reynolds 
number, Re = UL/ν describes the balance between the chaotic material derivative, 
and the terms on the left, as Re increases the flow will become more violent and 
numerical treatments of such flows must be very stable.
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Early work in DNS was conducted at the National Center for Atmospheric Research 
and is summarized in Fox and Lilly [41], the authors identify the principle hurdle to 
the brute force method of arriving at solutions to (2.1) and (2.2), as the immense 
range of scales at which turbulent dynamics take place. In order to resolve the entire 
spectrum of scales at which the motion responsible for the transfer of energy in a 
turbulent flow take place, simulations must be run on a computational mesh that 
is large enough to capture the largest turbulent scales, generally dictated by the 
flow geometry, simultaneously the resolution of the mesh must be smaller than the 
Kolmogorov length scale η = (ν3/E)1/4 where the dissipation of energy occurs [42]. 
Scale separation in turbulent flows is a function of re the number of mesh points 
required to simulate a flow is approximated by Nxyz = (L/∆)3 ≈ 1.7Re9/4, where
T
L is the domain size, ∆ the mesh separation, and reT the Reynolds number of the 
large scale turbulence, as a consequence in order to triple the Reynolds number of 
a simulation an increase of approximately 10 times as many mesh points is required 
[43].
The needs of many modelers are not to resolve the energy dissipative scales of the 
turbulence, but rather to understand a subset of bulk flow variables. When this is the 
case, a statistical approach to modeling may be sufficient to answer many practical 
questions about a flow.
2.2 Statistical Turbulence Modeling
The foundations of the statistical treatment of turbulence is based on the decomposi-
tion of the turbulent velocity field into a mean and fluctuating component introduced
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in the 1885 paper of Reynolds [44]. What is now known as Reynolds decomposition
separates the instantaneous velocity ui, into a mean component ui, and a component
which fluctuates about the mean u′i, such that
ui = ui + u
′
i. (2.3)
When (2.3) is applied to (2.1)and (2.2), the result averaged and manipulated, the

















2 sij − u′iu′j
)
(2.5)








the mean strain rate, an
additional term u′iu′j appears as a result of the averaging process. The additional
correlation in (2.5) is a consequence of averaging non-linear acceleration term, while
not a viscous stress stress as the sij term, it shares the same units and has the effect
of acting as a stress on the mean motion it is thus termed the Reynolds stress tensor
and is responsible for the transfer of energy between the fluctuating motion to the
mean motion [45].
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In order to find solutions to the RANS equations, additional equations are typically
sought in an effort to describe the evolution of the u′iu′j term. An exact transport
equation for the Reynolds stresses can be constructed by applying a first moment
to (2.2) based on fluctuating velocities u′i and u′j, the process consists of multiplying
(u′i + u
′
j) by each term in (2.2) and performing a Reynolds decomposition on the
instantaneous quantities and averaging the result [40]. After much manipulation the













Tijk − Eij +Πij. (2.6)
The left had side of (2.6) is the convective derivative of the Reynolds stress tensor,
u′iu
′










































Pij is the production of Reynolds shear stress from the mean flow, Tijk, the flux,
Eij the dissipation, and Πij the pressure rate of strain correlation. If one were to
seek transport equations for higher order moments of fluctuating velocities, such as
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a transport equation for the triple correlation in the Tijk term of (2.6) the right hand
side will always contain a correlation tensor of order n + 1, where n is the moment
order of the transport equation constructed, closure is impossible with this approach
[46].
As exact closure of the RANS equations and their moments is not possible, various ap-
proaches have been developed to relate the Reynolds stresses to mean flow quantities.
A family of these methods is based on the turbulent viscosity hypothesis originally
published in 1877 by Boussinesq [47], which in its modern form gives a linear relation-















where k is the turbulence kinetic energy, and νt, turbulent viscosity, sometimes known
as eddy-viscosity. Interestingly, the original formulation of the Boussinesq hypoth-
esis is presented almost a decade earlier than the first appearance of the RANS
equations, Boussinesq recognizes an apparent motion dependent component of the
stress in turbulent flows independent of the notion of Reynolds stresses as they are
now understood [48].
The turbulent viscosity is generally a function of space and time, to ensure dimen-
sional consistency. It is defined as the ratio of the square of a length scale and a time
scale,
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νT (x, t) = l
2/τ. (2.9)
A vast number of approaches have been proposed to specify l and τ , some examples
of which are provided in appendix 6, all fall under the umbrella term of turbu-
lence viscosity models [49]. Implicit in all turbulence viscosity models is the un-
derlying assumption of (2.8), that the physics of the turbulence is analogous to the
physics of the molecular processes governing the viscous stress law in a Newtonian
fluid described by the relation between the strain rate and the viscous stress tensor
[50],
− (τij + pδij) /ρ = −2ν sij. (2.10)
The eddy viscosity theory requires that the Reynolds stress tensor maintain a linear
relationship with the mean strain rate tensor, which is to say that any anisotropy in
u′iu
′




A classic example of the failing of this hypothesis are the contraction experiments
of Uberoi [51]. The effect of an axial contraction is to impose, and then remove an
extensive axial strain and compressive lateral strains on the flow [50]. Initially nearly
isotropic turbulence becomes more anisotropic in the presence of an mean gradient,
this anisotropy in u′iu′j persists downstream of the contraction in the absence of mean
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gradients [51]. Were (2.8) to hold, any anisotropy in u′iu′j would vanish as sij → 0,
which is not the case [52].
RANS models need not rely on (2.8) to characterize the u′iu′j in (2.5). Second order
closure schemes seek to model terms of (2.6) directly, and are capable of decoupling
anisotropy in u′iu′j from that of sij.
To develop second order turbulence models, one must express the terms from the
right hand side of (2.6) in terms of the Reynolds stress tensor, u′iu′j, its gradients,
∂ u′iu
′
j/∂xk, mean velocity gradients, ∂ ui/∂xj, dissipation rate, E, and viscosity ν [53].
It is common in the development of second order closure schemes to consider the case
of homogeneous anisotropic turbulence, in this configuration ∂ ui/∂xj and ∂Tijk/∂xk





= Πij − Eij. (2.11)
This relationship in homogeneous turbulence can be further simplified by noting that
with high Reynolds numbers the dissipation rate tensor becomes nearly isotropic and






where E is the scalar dissipation. Additionally further insight into the pressure rate
of strain relationship can be gained by examining the Reynolds decomposition of the














j − u′iu′j). (2.13)
The two terms on the right hand side of (2.13) are known as the rapid pressure term,
p′(r), and the slow pressure term, p′(s). The rapid pressure, the first term, vanishes in
homogeneous turbulence, the second term, the slow pressure has no dependence on
mean gradients and only contains information about the role of the turbulence on the
fluctuating pressure [55]. Equation (2.11) for high Reynolds number homogeneous












As the dissipation rate tensor is now considered isotropic, the only possible anisotropy
in (2.14) comes directly from the Reynolds stress tensor itself. It is convenient to
decompose the Reynolds stress tensor into a deviatoric tensor [56] by subtracting the








with k, the turbulence kinetic energy, half the trace of u′iu′j. Normalizing aij by its









The general forms of second order closure schemes seek to define functional re-




3.1 Reynolds Stress Anisotropy
Being a traceless and symmetric tensor, bij can be completely characterized by two in-
variants II, and III, which are related to the variables η and ξ by
η2 = −II/3, ξ3 = III/2. (3.1)
The invariants of bij expressed in the variables η and ξ expressing the second and
third invariants respectively are
bii = 0, (3.2)
6η2 = b2ii = bijbji, (3.3)
6ξ3 = b3ii = bijbjkbki. (3.4)
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The second invariant takes positive values and defines the degree of anisotropy in bij,
with zero representing a state of isotropy. The third invariant can take both positive
and negative values, with positive values indicating one-component turbulence, and
negative, two-component turbulence.
The state of anisotropy can be equivalently described via the eigenvalues of the
normalized anisotropy tensor. An eigenvalue decomposition of the symmetric ten-





Due to the first invariant, bii, being zero, the sum of the resulting 3 eigenvalues is
zero, leaving one eigenvalue as a combination of the others [50]. In its principle axes,





0 0 −λ1 − λ2
 . (3.6)
The second and third invariants can thus be expressed as functions of the eigenvalues











and ξ3 = −1
2
λ1λ2 (λ1 + λ2) . (3.8)
The values that the invariants can take are bounded by realizability conditions of the
Reynolds stress tensor. The realizability conditions require non-negative energies,
and bound the cross correlations between velocity components by the magnitude of
their autocorrelations [59]. The result of the realizability conditions on the Reynolds
stress tensor is to bound the possible values that the anisotropy tensor invariants and
eigenvalues can take while still representing a physical system [52]. When expressed
in terms of η and ξ the bounds of realizability form the anisotropy invariant map
(AIM), commonly referred to as the Lumley triangle, all physically possible values of
the invariants fall within the boundaries of the triangle of figure 3.1 and the limiting
values are defined in table 3.1 [57].
The limiting state of anisotropy forming the two component line along the top of the
Lumley triangle from 2 component axisymmetric to purely one component anisotropy
represents a state of anisotropy where one of the Reynolds stresses is always zero. In
contrast the origin of the Lumley triangle is a purely 3 dimensional isotropy, where
all components of the Reynolds stress tensor are of equal weight, and the anisotropy
tensor is null. A functional relationship between the purely two dimensional and
purely 3 dimensional states of anisotropy is given by
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Figure 3.1: Anisotropy invariant map defines the bounds of realizable states of anisotropy.
F = 1− 27η2 + 54ξ3. (3.9)
The function F ranges between 0 in purely two-dimensional anisotropy, and 1 in 
purely isotropic turbulence [57].
3.1.1 Principle Axes Rotation
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Table 3.1: Limiting states of realizable turbulence.
State Invariants Eigenvalues
Isotropic η = ξ = 0 λ1 = λ2 = 0
Two-component axisymmetric η = 1
6
, ξ = −1
6
λ1 = λ2 =
1
6






























The eigen-decomposition of the anisotropy tensor in equation (3.5) yields both a vec-
tor of eigenvalues, λi, and a matrix whose columns are their associated eigenvectors, 
Σij . As the anisotropy tensor, bij is symmetric the eigenvectors in Σij are orthonor-
mal and describe the set of principle axes for bij . The principle axes of the isotropic 
portion of the Reynolds stress tensor, 2 kδij will simply fall on the axes of the coor-
dinate system on which it is defined. The anisotropy tensor however will reside on
principle axes made up of 3 unit vectors which can be described in relation to the
global coordinate system.
Early work in the examination of the principle axes of the Reynolds stress tensor
can be found in Hinze and Builtjes [60], studying the anisotropy in the Reynolds
stress tensor in decaying grid turbulence in the absence of a mean gradient. Ex-
perimental data in two-dimensions collected downstream of a turbulence generating
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grid is used to define a single angle representing the rotation of the x-component of
the principle axes of the Reynolds stress tensor with the x-component of the global
coordinate system. They observe this angle decreasing, and far enough downstream
the x-component of the principle axes is coincident with the x-component of the
global coordinate system. This behavior is consistent with the other measurements
of return-to-isotropy in grid generated turbulence.
As the current data provide Reynolds stress tensors in three dimensions, an exami-
nation of the orientation of the principle axes must made via parameters which can
describe rotations in 3-dimensions. Much work has been done in the fields of con-
trols and robotics towards implementing robust definitions for rigid body rotations
in three dimensions [61] [62] [63] [64]. The set of eigenvectors contained in Σij can
be interpreted as a rotation matrix, R with properties:
detR = ±1 and R−1 = RT . (3.10)
Due to the nature of the eigen-decomposition in equation (3.5), Σij satisfies the
properties of a rotation matrix, and thus is a member of the special orthogonal
group SO(3), and can be directly used to describe the rotation of the principle axes
[65]. While the rotation matrix fully parameterizes any arbitrary rotation in three
dimensions, it contains 9 elements, of which only 3 are independent [66]. A set of three
or more parameters is necessary to completely characterize rotations in 3-dimensional
space, common parameterizations in the study of rigid body kinematics include Euler
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parameters, Rodrigues parameters, Euler angles, and Cayley-Klein parameters, with
Euler angles the most commonly used [67].
Euler angles describe three ordered rotations about the global coordinate axes which
fully defines the attitude of a rigid body after an arbitrary rotation [68]. Application
of Euler angles to describe the principle axes of the Reynolds stress tensor can be
found in Hamilton and Cal [69], where examining the wakes of a counter-rotating wind
turbine arrays with stereo PIV data, Euler angles are used to describe the spatial
evolution of orientation of the principle axes within the wakes. A major downside in
the use of Euler angles in the description of rotation is inherit in their formulation,
singularities exist at angles β = nπ for n ∈ Z, this is known as gimbal lock, leaving
the Euler angles undefined for these angles [70].
A singularity free parameterization of three dimensional rotations can only be achieved
by utilizing a fourth parameter to describe the rotation in R3, this leads to the use
of quaternions [71]. A four dimensional extension of imaginary numbers, quaternions
were originally formalized in the 19th century by Hamilton [72], it was not until
the late 20th century that the use of quaternions to represent rotations began being
adopted as a more computationally stable alternative to Euler angles [73]. They were
used to define the error in the star tracker module in the navigation system aboard
the space shuttle [74]. The quaternion parameterization has been gaining favor in the




Quaternions are defined in four dimensional space, H, spanned by a real axis and three 
additional orthogonal imaginary axes, the principle imaginaries are the unit pure 
quaternions∗ i, j, k which define the three imaginary axes in H [76]. A quaternion 
in H is composed of a real part, e0, and an imaginary part q1i + q2j + q3k to form 
q = q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k[72].
To relate a 4-dimensional quaternion in H to a rotation in R3 it is necessary to invoke 
Eulers theorem of rigid body rotations, the general displacement of a rigid body with 
one point fixed is a rotation about some axis, every rotation can be described by an 
angle θ to describe the rotation, and a vector n about which the rotation occurs 









which can alternately be expressed in vector notation,
















The real part of the quaternion is related to the sine of one half the angle or rotation,
q0 = sin θ/2 and the imaginary part, forms the vector axis of rotation, scaled by the











By way of a direction cosine matrix any rotation matrix R can be expressed di-






1 − q22 − q23 2(q1q2 − q0q3) 2(q1q2 + q0q2)
2(q1q2 + q0q3) q
2
0 − q21 + q22 − q23 2(q2q3 − q0q1)
2(q1q3 − q0q2) 2(q2q3 + q0q1) q20 − q21 − q22 + q23
 , (3.14)








3 = 1, (3.15)
the components of the unit quaternion, q can be calculated. As the quaternions
provide a double mapping of rotations in R3 there will always be two possible solutions
to the equation defined in (3.14) and (3.15), by convention the solution yielding a
nonnegative q0 is chosen which bounds the rotation space to rotations of an angle,
0 ≤ θ ≤ 180 [78]. While solutions exist for (3.14) and (3.15), problems can occur in
their calculation with floating point arithmetic, as multiple divisions are necessary,
very small values in the rotation matrix can cause singularities in the calculation of
the quaternion components, several algorithms have been proposed to address errors
and failure in calculation with various levels of success [79][80].
Recent work in the development of a robust rotation matrix to quaternion algorithm
extends the rotation matrix from R3 to R4, utilizing a matrix factorization developed
by Cayley [81]. Rotation in R can be considered as the product of isoclonic rotations
in two directions. From this the quaternion components can be directly calculated
by the norms of the rows or columns of matrix resulting from factorization in R4 [82].






(r11 + r22 + r33 + 1)















(r21 − r12)2 + (r31 + r13)2 + (r32 + r23)2 (r33 − r11 − r22 + 1)2,
(3.16)
where rij are the components of a rotation matrix. Following convention q0 is assigned
a positive sign while the remaining components q1, , q2, and q3 are assigned the signs
of (r32 − r23), (r13 − r31), and (r21 − r12) respectively [82].
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4 | Experiment
4.1 Apparatus/ Set Up
The experiment utilizes the closed loop wind tunnel at Portland State University. 
The test section of the wind tunnel is 5 m long with a cross section of 0.8 m × 1.2 
m, and features a contraction ratio of 9:1. The tunnel is capable of producing free 
stream velocities ranging from 2 m/s to 20 m/s. An active turbulence generating 
grid is installed at the inlet to the test section. Active grids are an extension of more 
traditional passive turbulence generating grids and have been found to effectively 
produce homogeneous and nearly isotropic turbulence with turbulence intensities 
stronger than those produced by their passive counterparts [83].
Figure 4.1: Experimental setup
The active grid used in this experiment consists of 6 horizontal and 7 vertical rods
with 10 cm square winglets affixed. Each of the thirteen rods are driven with an in-
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dependent stepper motor. An in house LabView script controls the both the velocity
and direction of each motor via random number generation with 13 individual seeds.
The experiments are conducted either with the active grid actuated, which is subse-
quently referred to as active grid (AG) or configured such that each rod is positioned
with its winglets aligned with the flow, a configuration referred to as passive grid (PG)
which emulates a large mesh passive turbulence generating grid.
The jet apparatus consists of a round pipe exit, 9.525 mm in diameter mounted
flush with the floor of the wind tunnel 2.85 m downstream from the turbulence
generating grid. The pipe is fed air at a regulated pressure from a high pressure
source. After regulation, the air-stream is mixed with a seeding stream of atomized
diethylhexyl sebacate (DEHS) generated with a LaVision aerosol generator which
produces a polydisperse neutrally buoyant aerosol with fluid particles between 0.2
µm and 1.0 µm. The air-stream and seeding stream are allowed 0.85 m to mix in the
pipe before the jet exit.
Measurements are taken with a stereo particle image velocimetry (SPIV) system. Two
LaVision 4MP ImagerProX CCD cameras are used to capture images, the cameras
are mounted at an interior angle of ≈ 30◦ to each other and calibrated to capture
images along a plane perpendicular to the inflow and oriented at the centerline of
the jet exit. The cameras are calibrated using a standard two plane calibration plate
designed for use with the LaVision DaVis PIV software, the camera focus area defines
the measurement plane which has dimensions of 0.2 m × 0.2 m. A schematic showing
the orientation of the measurement plane to the jet as situated in the wind tunnel can
be found in figure 4.1. The cameras are synced to collect images simultaneously, for
each snapshot of data a total of four images are collected at two times separated by
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a time interval of 250µs. A 532 nm Nd:Yag laser producing 1200 mJ in 4 ns bursts 
is used to illuminate the measurement plane during the collection of each image 
pair. The laser sheet is focused on a plane at the center of the jet and parallel to the 
crossflow establishing the experimental xy plane. The maximum laser sheet thickness, 
measured along the floor of the wind tunnel is is ∼ 2mm.
Each snapshot, containing four images is processed in the LaVision DaVis software 
system. The DaVis software utilizes an iterative fast Fourier transform correlation 
algorithm to determine the displacement of tracer particles between successive image 
pairs with the interrogation window shrinking between iterations. The interrogation 
window is set to 32 × 32 pixels for the first two passes, and reduced to 16 × 16 pixels 
for the second two passes, a 50 % spatial overlap is set for the interrogation windows. 
This algorithm results in a vector field spatial resolution of 0.1mm. The uncertainty 
in the correlation is calculated in the software with an algorithm described in Wieneke 
[84], and is reported as less than 5% for all cases.
4.2 Conditions
Eleven experiments are run, five in the passive grid configuration and six running 
the active grid, for this analysis a subset of three passive gird and three active grid 
cases are chosen form the larger set. Inflow velocity U∞, is varied while mean jet 
exit velocity Vj , is held fixed at 26.0 m/s yielding a jet exit Reynolds number with 
a length scale of jet diameter, ReJ = VJ dJ /ν = 1.82 × 104. The velocity ratio 
r = VJ /Ui has been used since the earliest investigations into jets in cross flow and 
is used here to differentiate cases [23]. The variation in inflow velocity is achieved by
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Table 4.1: Conditions of considered cases.
r U∞ Re∞ I Frames
Passive 5.09 5.11 3.23× 103 0.07 2400
7.53 3.45 2.18× 103 0.04 2400
13.97 1.86 1.76× 103 0.13 2500
Active 5.88 4.42 2.79× 103 0.17 3000
7.92 3.28 2.07× 103 0.23 3000
12.52 2.08 1.315× 103 0.16 3000
setting a constant fan speed driving the wind tunnel, for this reason the comparable
AG and PG cases do not have exactly the same inflow mean velocity as a larger
portion of the energy from the mean flow is lost to turbulence in the active grid
cases. In varying the inflow condition while holding the jet flow constant, the effect
of the inflow can be isolated from any effects that may occur from the variation of
the jet.
Table 4.1 lists the experimental conditions for all the cases considered, the inflow
Reynolds number uses jet diameter as a length scale for Re∞, mean inflow velocity
is simply the average velocity along a vertical profile above the boundary layer and
without the jet. I is turbulence intensity, calculated as I =
√
k/|Ui|, where k =
1/2(u′u′ + v′v′ + w′w′), the turbulent kinetic energy. The number of snapshots, or
frames, is increased in the active grid cases, due to the higher turbulence intensities
longer data may be required for convergence.
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5 | Results & Discussion
5.1 Mean Flow
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show contours of the mean velocities in both the horizontal u, and 
vertical v directions for the passive and active grid sets, respectively. Data are pre-
sented across the entire interrogated flow field to show the dramatic differences in jet 
trajectory across the range of velocity ratios considered. It should be noted that di-
rect comparison between cases should be contained to the region ∼< 10d downstream 
of the jet exit as this is the region where the core of the jet is lost above the bounds of 
the interrogation region in the highest considered velocity ratio.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show vertical profiles of horizontal and vertical mean velocities 
respectively at stations between x/d = 0.25 and x/d = 10 for the passive grid cases. 
Profiles of mean velocities in the active grid set are similarly displayed in figures 
5.5 and 5.6. The profiles show the full range of velocity ratios available so as to 
provide a more clear picture of the evolution of the mean velocity fields with velocity 
ratio.
The horizontal component of mean velocity u, shown in the passive grid cases in 




Figure 5.1: Contours of (a) the horizontal component of mean velocity normalized by jet exit velocity,
and (b) the vertical component of mean velocity normalized by jet exit velocity of passive
grid cases.
side of the jet in across all velocity ratios. This accelerated region is shown in the
set of u profiles found in figure 5.3, at lowest velocity ratio considered, r = 3.8 the
acceleration is seen all the way to 10d downstream of the jet exit. At the other
extreme of velocity ratios, r = 14.0 the acceleration behavior is much diminished,
though can still be observed up to about 8d from the jet exit. Beyond 8d in figure
5.1a, the top edge of the jet extends to the top of the interrogation window, there
is no view of the unaffected cross flow. The region of increased u is primarily a
result of the jet bending as it corresponds with a region of diminishing magnitude in
the v, there is also a component of entrained crossflow which accelerates as it moves
with the jet. Additionally, Andreopoulos and Rodi [19] observes acceleration on the




Figure 5.2: Contours of (a) the horizontal component of mean velocity normalized by jet exit velocity,
and (b) the vertical component of mean velocity normalized by jet exit velocity of active
grid cases.
cross flow concluding that the cross flow acts as a partial cover over the jet exit,
causing bending at the exit resulting in u velocities in the jet fluid on the windward
side greater than what is locally seen in the cross flow. At the high velocity ratio with
weaker cross flows, the accelerated u very near the jet exit is not present, implying
that in the lower velocity ratio cases, the windward sides acceleration is the result of
the cross flow interaction.
The lee side of the jet shows negative u velocities which is consistent with recirculation
behaviors seen in flows around a cylinder [85]. The jet flow is more complex than
the often analogized cylinder example. A vortex system exists between the tunnel
floor and the shear layer of the jet. Through comparisons between smoke seeding the
jet, and smoke seeding of the cross flow, Fric and Roshko [20] find vortex structures
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Figure 5.3: Passive grid profiles of the horizontal component of mean velocity.
Figure 5.4: Passive grid profiles of the vertical component of mean velocity.
present in the wake of the jet originating in the cross flow boundary layer, a feature not
present in the wake of a cylinder. The vortex system originating from the boundary
layer shows the strongest behavior in the intermediate velocity ratios. The DNS
conducted by Cortelezzi, Karagozian, et al. [86] shows significant changes direction
in the crossflow fluid as it becomes entrained immediately to the lee side of the jet.
These observations are consistent with the data of figures 5.1a and 5.3, the crossflow
fluid changes direction as it closes around the core of the jet and becomes entrained
in the jet flow. These effects are more pronounced at the lower velocity ratios as
more defined recirculation regions occur at r = 5.1 and r = 7.5 and move away from
the wall as r increases.
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Figure 5.5: Active grid profiles of the horizontal component of mean velocity.
Figure 5.6: Active grid profiles of the vertical component of mean velocity.
The vertical component of velocity v, shown for the passive grid cases in figure
5.1b. The jet core is the most prominent feature found in the vertical velocity field
as this direction is aligned with the jet flow. Meaningful vertical velocities persist
even after the core begins to bend. A region of increased vertical velocity is seen
on the lee side of the jet core in the lower velocity ratios. This lee side behavior is
consistent with entrainment processes described in [86]. Past experimental studies of
turbulent jets into largely laminar crossflows show similar behavior in the v field [19]
[24].
Meaningful differences in the mean velocity fields between the passive and active grid
sets are easily identified. The active grid mean velocities are shown as contours in
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figure 5.2 and profiles in figures 5.5 and 5.6 for horizontal u, and vertical v velocities 
respectively. The region of accelerated flow on the windward side in the active grid 
set does not persist as far downstream as the same region in the passive grid cases. 
Similarly the lee side wake region of the active grid jets show u recirculation with 
less intensity and which diminishes closer to the jet exit. Contours of v show less 
bending of the potential core, this dissipation of the potential core tends to occur 
lower in the active grid cases as compared to passive grid cases. The area of separated 
increased vertical velocity in the wake region is not present in the active grid cases. 
The increased turbulence causes dramatic differences in the mean flow field. Much 
of the effects seen in the mean field could be explained by the turbulence borrowing 
energy from the mean field to maintain the more energetic fluctuations leading to the 
higher turbulence intensities. The general effect of the turbulence on the mean flow 
field is to diminish sharp differences. This is most clearly shown in the v profiles in 
figures 5.4 and 5.6. The active grid set shows a generally smooth profiles while the 
passive grid set has the double peak behavior.
5.2 Centerlines
The subsequent analysis requires an accurately defined centerline for each jet ex-
amined. Numerous attempts at defining universal behavior in centerline trajecto-
ries for the jet in cross flow can be found in the literature. Various scalings have 
been proposed to collapse centerlines to determine a universal behavior, Keffer and 
Baines [18] propose scaling by r2d, though later Broadwell and Breidenthal [25] sug-




Figure 5.7: Centerlines from Smith and Mungal [21] and the improved centerlines plotted over con-
tours of v
commonly applied to achieve a centerline trajectory [87]. Smith and Mungal [21]









provides a reasonable approximation of the jet centerline trajectory based on the loci
of velocity maxima with A = 2.05 and B = 0.28. Subsequent investigations have
suggested an additional dependence on the boundary layer thickness of the crossflow
[17].
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Determining a more robust form for universal behavior in the trajectory is not a
goal of this this work. To define the centerlines presently a data driven approach is
employed. To this end, a simple algorithm is developed to define centerlines in the
form of equation 5.1 with unique values for A and B for each jet. The centerline of a
jet emanating into an ambient fluid is simply the center of the jet orifice, it is assumed
the mean vertical velocity field forms a top-hat profile with the maximum velocity
on the central axis of the jet [88]. In the presence of a crossflow, the component of
mean velocity with a maximum at the jet centerline is the component locally tangent
to the centerline as it rotates downstream of the jet exit. Maxima are determined
based on a mean velocity field rotated about the local angle of the centerline θ with
respect to the x axis by the rotation matrix
[ur, vr, wr] = [u, v, w]

cos θ − sin θ 0
sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1
 , (5.2)
where [ur, vr, wr] represent the mean velocity field rotated at each station in xi
about θi as shown in figure 5.8. The initial rotation is preformed with a set of
θi corresponding to centerline defined in (5.1) with the constants A = 2.05 and
B = 0.28. A power law fit is performed on the points that locate the maxima of
Vr, and the mean distance between the line which rotated the velocity field and the
line representing the velocity maxima is computed. This process is repeated with
centerline n − 1 defining θ(n)i , which in turn defines the rotated velocity field whose
maxima form centerline n. The distance, dc is the length between centerline n and
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n − 1 measured on a line normal to centerline n shown in figure 5.8. The rotation
and maxima fitting process is repeated until the mean of dc at all xi falls below an
arbitrary threshold, set at 0.01d.
Figure 5.7 shows the first centerline iteration, (5.1) with coefficients from Smith and
Mungal [21] (S&M line), and the last iteration after the mean distance threshold is
met (Adj. Line). The S&M line tends towards the windward side of the jet across the
interrogated flow field while the Adj. line captures the true center of the jet, defined












Figure 5.8: Schematic describing centerline
refinement algorithm. Velocities
are rotated about the set of θi
based on centerline n − 1, re-
sulting rotated velocity maxima
then define centerline n.
Figure 5.9: Locations of lines along which
axial profiles are queried, each
line is orthogonal to the cen-
terline, colors correspond to the
x/d location at which the line
intersects the centerline. Cen-
terline and shear layers are





Figure 5.10: Contours of anisotropy parameter, F for passive grid cases, (a) and active grid cases
(b).
5.3 Reynolds Stress Anisotropy
The degree of isotropy in the Reynolds stress tensor can be examined through a 
single parameter F , defined in (3.9). Recalling what was briefly discussed in section 
3, the function F ranges from 0 to 1 representing states of purely two dimensional 
anisotropy and purely three dimensional isotropy, respectively. It should be noted, 
that F does not provide information about the actual shape of the Reynolds stress 
tensor beyond the purely isotropic limit at a value of 1.
Contours of F across the interrogated flow field are shown in figure 5.10 for both the 
passive and active grid sets. Across all cases it is clear that the cross flow is strongly 
anisotropic. Minimum values of F are seen in the passive grid r = 5.1 and r = 7.5
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cases above the jet. A nearly isotropic core is seen across all cases, with development
happening closer to the jet exit in the active grid set. The lower velocity ratio passive
grid cases, r = 5.1, and r = 7.5 show a split in core of isotropy at values less than
≈ 5x/d. This area of elevated anisotropy within the more isotropic core occurs at a
similar location to the recirculation region seen in u 5.1. The effects of recirculation
in the mean flow in the values of F are less apparent in the higher velocity ratios. As
the velocity ratio increases across the passive grid set, the extreme high values of F
become more localized to the center of the jet, and the edges of the jets core becomes
less isotropic. In the active grid set, the bifurcation of the area of greater isotropy
in the near field jet core is less apparent despite the presence of recirculation seen
in figure 5.2a similar to the passive grid cases. The striking difference between the
passive and active grid sets is the diffusion of the elevated degree of isotropy in the
active grid cases suggesting that the turbulence of the cross flow is working to spread
the effects of the jet across a wider area.
Radial profiles of F are given in figure 5.11 and provide another view into the behavior
as the flow progresses downstream. Profiles are along every line displayed in figure
5.9. The x′/d coordinate on the ordinate axis represents the distance along the profile
with respect to the, with x′/d = 0 occurring on the centerline. The colors of the lines
correspond to the distance downstream of the jet exit at which the profile crosses the
centerline with values given by the color bars.
The profiles of F show the differences between the passive and active grid crossflows
more dramatically than the contours of figure 5.10. The active and passive grid sets
have very different shapes to their profiles, the difference becomes more extreme as
the flow develops downstream of the jet exit. Both sets achieve maximum values of
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F at or near the centerline at approximately 10 - 12 diameters downstream of the
jet exit. Beyond this distance the decrease from the maximum value is small. On
the windward side of the centerline, in the positive x′/d, the passive grid set becomes
much more anisotropic for all locations downstream. This tendency to become highly
anisotropic is not seen as strongly in the active grid set. While the active grid
cases show substantial decreases in F at small distances downstream, as the flow
progresses away from the exit, higher values of F are maintained well above the
centerline.
The examination of the invariant function F reveals that the core of the jet is largely
isotropic. This isotropy persists in the wake region, and is enhanced with down-
stream distance. The additional crossflow turbulence in the active grid set causes
the isotropy of the core to be maintained well above the jet centerline. The elevated
isotropy above the centerline is not seen in the passive grid set. In studies of a tur-
bulent flow over a dunal bedform Dey et al. [89] show maximum values of F in a
boundary layer just above the region of separation and recirculation on the lee side
of a dune, values of F then decrease in the recirculation region. In the dune flow,
the area just above the separated region will show a local extreme in mean velocity
gradients. Measurements from a jet in crossflow with similar crossflow Re and a jet
Re less than that considered here shows the rate of rotation and rate of strain ten-
sors develop maxima near the centerline, and persist into the wake region [90]. The
regions of increased velocity gradients correspond to areas of increased F are seen in





Figure 5.11: Profiles of anisotropy parameter, F along lines orthogonal to the centerline. Colorbars
represent the distance from jet exit at which the profiled line crosses the centerline.
Passive grid cases, (a) and active grid cases (b).
Lumley triangles along discrete profiles taken along the a subset of lines orthogonal to
the centerline displayed in figure 5.9 are found in figure 5.12. Each triangle is labeled
according to the x/d location at which the line intersects the centerline, different
velocity ratios are indicated by the markers, and the distance along the line with
respect to an origin at the centerline is represented by the color with all profiles
sharing a common scale.
The Lumley triangles allow for the display of the real state of anisotropy, in contrast
to the function F which only tells how isotropic the turbulence is, but offers no
information as to the shape of the anisotropy tensor. The Lumley triangles shown in
figure 5.12 show that the anisotropy tensor is dominated by a single component along
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: Anisotropy invariant maps (AIM), or Lumley triangles of six axial profiles about the
jet centerline for the passive grid cases (a) and active grid cases (b).
most of the profiles close to the jet exit, x/d ≤ 1. The majority of queried points in
this region land on or near the positive ξ axisymmetric line, this behavior is seen in
both the active and passive grid sets and is the trend along all queried axial profiles.
Observing the trend along the jet, both sets of cases show high ξ approaching the
one component limit near the jet exit, though in the active grid cases the largest ξ
values fall away from the limit along the length of the jet. The maximum value of
ξ in the passive grid set is 0.3 at the extreme positive end of the profile at x/d = 4,
while the maximum ξ in the active grid cases occurs again above the jet but along the
x/d = 0.25 profile. As observed in figure 5.11, the profiles of F , the cross flow is shown
to be the least isotropic portion of the flow, with values of F falling sharply towards
zero above the jet centerline in the passive grid set, and more slowly in the active
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grid set. This observation is supported by the Lumley triangles in figure 5.12, queried
points that are farthest above the centerlines, depicted as the most yellow, tend to
fall further up the axisymmetric line towards the one-component limit particularly
in the passive grid cases. The region where the Reynolds stress tensor shows greater
isotropy falls towards the center of the jet. The “strength" of the isotropy tends to
be larger as distance from the jet exit is increased, and the region where the greater
degree of isotropy is seen spreads radially about the jet centerline, just as the jet
width grows downstream. This relative tendency towards isotropy about the jet core
is more apparent in the active grid, where there is a greater area of both negative ξ,
and smaller η. The larger area of the active grid profiles which falls near the isotropic
limit is consistent with the observations of F larger isotropic core seen in both the
profiles and contours of F .
A common feature of the Lumley triangles across all cases considered is a tendency
for the windward extreme of the profiles to approach the one component limit. This
indicates that the strain rate tensor along the windward edge of the shear layer
is dominated by a single shearing component. Single component strain rate tensors
drive the Reynolds stresses to a one component limit. Initially isotropic homogeneous
turbulence introduced to a free shear flow with a strain rate Sij = S12 will, over
infinite time achieve an anisotropy tensor with only a b11 non zero component [91].
Single component strain rate tensors are a feature of the turbulent boundary layer
and have been found to be the primary driver of streaky structures the breakup of
which play a dominant role in turbulence production in the boundary layer [92]. The
anisotropy along the shear layer leads to enhanced turbulence production which itself
will lead to a further anisotropic state [93]. The contours of the mean flow fields in
the active grid cases of figure 5.2 show decreased horizontal acceleration along the
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windward edge of the jet and a more diffused core of vertical velocity as compared to
those of the passive grid cases in figure 5.1. The differences in the mean flow fields
suggest that there are larger mean gradients along the windward side of the jet in the
passive grid set. The smaller mean gradients in the active grid set could be a driving
mechanism for the ability of the more isotropic core to persist across the windward
shear layer.
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the relative magnitudes of the components of the anisotropy
tensor aij given in (2.15). Profiles are again taken along a subset of axial pro-
files shown in figure 5.9, the origin is the jet centerline. Plots are labeled with
respect to the x/d coordinate at which the profile intersects the centerline. The
background colors correspond to the colors in the zone definitions found in figure
5.15.
Normalization of the profiles in figures 5.13 and 5.14 is carried out differently for
the diagonal contributions from the normal stresses and the off diagonal shear stress
components as the shear stresses are about an order of magnitude smaller than the
normal stresses. Each set of stresses is locally normalized to the component of greatest
magnitude along the profile. This normalization allows for the stresses to be evaluated
as they evolve together along the profiles, but does not allow for a direct comparison
between values of different profiles. Values of F are also reported in figures 5.13
and 5.14 which allows for an assessment of the evolution of F with respect to the
evolution of aij.
In the passive grid r = 5.1 and r = 7.5 cases in figure 5.13 show that in Z1, which
is represents the crossflow, aij is dominated by the out of plane w′w′a. Along the
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x/d = 1 profile the large w′w′a values develop just beyond the lee side shear layer.
Peak values occur near the centerline, then inflect at about the windward shear layer
and finally gain magnitude as the profile continues into the crossflow. The w′w′a
component within r = 14 case follows a similar profile within the jet, though the
magnitude does not recover at the windward shear layer. Along the same x/d = 1
profile, considering the full balance of the normal components, in the the r = 5.1 and
r = 7.5 cases. Through Z4, the wake region outside of the lee side shear layer the
normal components are all smaller than seen in the crossflow. This indicates that
the fluctuations are modulated in the direct wake of the jet. The moderate values
of F seen in these intermediate velocity ratio cases show that this region of the flow
has an approximate balance in aij leading to a greater level of isotropy. A similar
conclusion is difficult to make with respect to the r = 14 case along the same profile
as the flow geometry does not allow for as much of the crossflow to be seen in the
data. Though the failure of F to recover magnitude after the centerline peak suggests
the normal components are in a less balanced state within the crossflow than in the
wake.
Within the jet it is helpful to examine the profile of F and consider the balance of
stresses. Still along the x/d = 1 profile in the r = 5.1 case, the profile of F has 2
peaks. One peak in F occurs on the lee side of the shear layer, and the other near
the centerline. The first peak corresponds to an increase in w′w′a just to the lee side
of the shear layer. The peak corresponds to an area where w′w′a begins to increase
ahead of the increases in magnitude of u′u′a and v′v′a. The second peak occurs as
u′u′a crosses v′v′a at the centerline.
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The other two cases, r = 7.5 and r = 14 do not show the double peak in F along
the x/d = 1 profile. In the higher velocity ratios F increases until the lower half
of the jet in Z3, this corresponds roughly to the peak in v′v′a. Beyond this point
the stresses continue unbalanced as they alternately swing in magnitude through Z2.
Past the windward shear layer all the lower r cases the 3 normal stress components
increase in magnitude. These increases are unbalanced as the rate of increase in
w′w′a is much greater than the rates of u′u′a and v′v′a which are nearly identical to
the extents of the profile. In r = 14the 3 normal components tend back towards zero
in Z1.
The u′v′a component along x/d = 1 tends to follow a common pattern across the
three velocity ratios. Values of u′v′a swing from positive to negative within the jet,
this swing is centered on the centerline. The u′w′a component spikes along Z3 and
falls off quickly at the centerline. In the lower velocity ratio cases u′w′a tends to go
negative with increasing magnitude into the crossflow, while at r = 14 it goes to
zero with the other components and F . The shear component v′w′a similarly tends
to go positive, lagging u′v′a, then falling back down and fluctuating near zero in
Z1.
The trends seen in the x/d = 1 profile across the passive grid cases reveal a generally
equal distribution of the components of aij to the lee side of the jet indicated by
elevated values of F . As the windward shear layer is approached the out of plane
w′w′a increases in magnitude correlating to a spike in F . Within the jet the other
two normal components typically go negative in Z3, followed by negative shearing
stresses in Z4. In the crossflow, the two lower velocity ratios show the u′u′a and v′v′a
components become more negative along with u′w′a. This occurs while the w′w′a
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Figure 5.13: Components of the passive grid cases anisotropy tensor aij defined in equation (2.15).
Diagonal tensor components normalized by the local maximum of the diagonal, and
the off diagonal components similarly normalized by the maximum of the off diagonal
component along each queried profile.
component increased at a much greater rate. The other components tend towards
zero in in the crossflow. The r = 14 case shows different behavior in Z1 where all
the values go towards zero along with F . The trend towards zero in Z1 differs from
the distribution of components in Z4, as in the wake region the components are more
balanced as F is elevated.
Along the x/d = 3 profiles in the passive grid cases similar patterns appear in the
profiles of F . The double peak in F is again seen in only r = 5.1 due to the increased
activity in v′v′a in Z3. Additionally the spread seen between the 3 normal components
in r = 5.1 Z4 is much wider, while their balance is roughly the same as seen in this
region on the x/d = 1 profile. The large negative peak in v′v′a in Z3 is not seen in
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the x/d = 3 profile of r = 7.5 as it was in the x/d = 1 profile, u′u′a and v′v′a appear
to oscillate about each other within the jet.
The distribution in components in the r = 14 case acts quite differently. In this higher
velocity ratio F peaks as w′w′a begins to increase in Z4. The balance in components
leading to the peak in F is lost to the lee side of the upper shear layer. There the
increase in w′w′a outpaces the increase in v′v′a which reaches a maximum magnitude
in Z2. A very large increase in the u′u′a component is seen in Z2, driving F practically
to zero. F remains near zero as the magnitude of w′w′a remains elevated while the
other two normal components go to zero.
The u′v′a shear component along x/d = 3 in the r = 5.1 case switches sign within
the jet compared to the x/d = 1 station. In the profile at x/d = 1 u′v′a is positive
in Z3, and negative in Z2, while at x/d = 3, it is negative in Z3 and positive in
Z4. The same component along in the 7.5 case fluctuates across the jet rather than
maintaining the swing seen across all of the x′/d = 1 cases. In the r = 14 case
this behavior in u′v′a returns. The other two shear stresses act largely the same as
described in the r = 5.1 case for both x/d = 1 and x/d = 3. Similarities across the
two stations are also seen in r = 7.5 and r = 14 with the shearing stresses being
smaller in magnitude.
The x/d = 6 profile of r = 5.1 shows the double peak in F becoming less pronounced
as the behavior of u′u′a and v′v′a change. Instead of an oscillation about the centerline,
u′u′a and v′v′a oscillate about each other twice within Z3, but at smaller magnitudes.
In Z2, w′w′a increases more slowly compared to the other stations. On the lee side of
the centerline in Z3 w′w′a begins to increase more rapidly which drives F lower. In
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Z1 uua and vva move together and diverge from wwa as the out of plane component
rapidly increases magnitude. The r = 7.5 case on the same profile shows the stress
profile of the previous stations beginning to breakdown. The large swing of u′v′a from
positive to negative across Z1 and Z2 is no longer apparent. The normal stresses show
little activity until past the centerline where w′w′a begins to diverge from u′u′a and
v′v′a moving together. The relative balance in components that had existed to the lee
side of the centerline is lost as the profile traverses to the windward side. At x′/d = 6
the r = 14 case also begins begins to show breakdown of its earlier patterns. The
u′v′a no longer shows a strong positive values in Z3 but instead only becomes negative
before the centerline. Increases in w′w′a in Z4 combined with a divergence between
u′u′a and v′v′a drive the values of F to near zero just inside the jet. A balance in
components is never recovered as the profile traverses towards the windward side.
Due to the flow geometry, the crossflow is not accessible along the x/d = 6 profile in
the r = 14 case.
Comparing the observations on the passive grid cases to the active grid set similar
behaviors are seen along the profile at x/d = 1 up to the windward side of the jet. In
Z4 there are elevated values of F while the normal stresses cluster around zero with
little variation. As the lee side shear layer is approached the normal components begin
to diverge. The w′w′a component becomes more positive as u′u′a and v′v′a become
more negative. On the windward side of the jet the balance begins to breakdown and
F goes towards zero. In the Z1 region of the r = 5.9 case there is divergence between
w′w′a and the other two normal components u′u′a and v′v′a, which evolve together.
This divergence is accompanied by near zero values in F . The higher velocity ratio
cases all have normal components approaching zero along with F into the crossflow,
a similar configuration as the r = 14 case in the passive grid set.
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Figure 5.14: Components of the active grid cases anisotropy tensor aij defined in equation (2.15).
Diagonal tensor components normalized by the local maximum of the diagonal, and
the off diagonal components similarly normalized by the maximum of the off diagonal
component along each queried profile.
The set of profiles for the active grid cases largely mimics what is seen in the pas-
sive grid. The u′v′a component changes sign as the 5.9 case goes from x/d = 1 to
x/d = 6, F tends to drop sooner than the other cases in the r = 12.5 case, etc. The
intermediate velocity ratio shows F maintaining a positive value to the end of the
profile in both the passive and active grid sets despite substantially different distri-
butions of components. In the active grid r = 7.9 case at both x/d = 3 and x/d = 6
the v′w′a component tracks closely with the u′u′a from Z3 out to the edge of the jet.
This correlation between v′w′a and u′u′a appears in the passive grid r = 7.5 case at
x/d = 6 as well, though the correlation is not as strong. This correlation does not
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appear in the r = 3 case, though there is activity in v′w′a which is not seen in the
other profiles.
The profiles of the anisotropy tensor components in figures 5.13 and 5.14 suggest
that the tendency towards the one component limit in the windward side of the jet
as seen in the Lumley triangles of figure 5.12 appears to be driven by the out of plane
fluctuations. This is evident by the elevated w′w′a component on the windward side
of the centerlines in both the active and passive grid sets, increased activation in
u′w′a and v′w′a are also seen. The windward side of the jet sees the initial interaction
with the crossflow. The crossflow tends to deflect around the windward side of the jet
rather than be directly entrained, much of the entrainment of crossflow fluid into the
structures of the jet occurs on the lee side [86]. The deflection will result in energy
from the mean flow changing direction, with some of this change going to the out of
plane motions, large mean gradients will be associated with this activity. In addition
to the deflection of the mean flow, the counter rotating vortex pair brings with it
substantial out of plane fluctuations in the velocity field [32]. Shear layer vortices
provide additional dynamics to the windward edge of the jet and are relatively ener-
getic. Meyer et al. [94] through proper orthogonal decomposition of the mean velocity
field find that the shear layer vortices contain about six percent of the total energy
contained in the flow, through instantaneous velocity snapshots the shear layer vor-
tices are shown to contribute substantially to the fluctuating field. The profiles show
increased activation in the in plane components at station x/d = 6 which is roughly
the area where the POD analysis shows their development [94]. As the components
of aij are generally less stable in the active grid set, the crossflow turbulence could
be playing a role in redistributing some of the energy between the components and
dampening the dominance of the out of plane component.
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5.4 Principle Axes Rotation
As described in section 3.1.1, the eigenmatrix of the normalized anisotropy tensor, 
defined in (3.5) and (3.6) form the set of principle axes of bij . The principle axis 
system can then be represented by a four dimensional quaternion, which in a three 
dimensional sense defines the vector n and the angle θ. In any state of anisotropy 
the principle axes of bij are rotated 2θ about n with respect to the global coordinate 
system. An examination of these parameters could allow for a better understanding 
of the evolution of the anisotropy tensor throughout the flow.
In order to depict the axis of rotation tensor, n an octant analysis scheme is devised to 
define the residence octant of n. The octant analysis scheme is inspired by conditional 
averaging techniques developed to filter Reynolds shear stress signals. In the context 
of Reynolds stresses, component directions are based on the relative strengths of the 
fluctuating velocity components. Two dimensional quadrant analysis has become a 
widely used technique to identify bursts and sweeps in flows containing turbulent
Table 5.1: Residence octant of n based on the sign of its components.
Octant nx ny nz
1 + + +
2 + + −
3 − + −
4 − + +
5 + − +
6 + − −
7 − − −
8 − − +
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Figure 5.15: The flow broken up into 4 zones
based on the shear layer and
centerline, data shown under
color map for example is |uij |













Figure 5.16: Octant definitions in which the
residence of the rotation vector
is defined.
boundary layers [95] [96]. When data are in three dimensions, quadrant analysis is
extended to octant analysis. In the context of classifying boundary layer ejection
events octants are defined in a Cartesian coordinate system, and events are classified
according to the direction of the fluctuating velocity vector u′i [97]. In the same
manner, octants are defined across the coordinate system of the jet with the first
octant defines x, y, and z as all positive. Moving counter clockwise in the zx plane
three more octants are defined with a positive y component. The same process is
repeated for the negative y portion of the coordinate system. Figure 5.16 shows a
diagram of the octant definition, and the octant binning logic is displayed in table
5.1.
The residence octants of n across the entire interrogated flow field for the six cases
considered are shown in figure 5.17 with a centerline for reference. The passive grid
r = 5.1 and r = 7.5 cases show little effect in the region above the centerline, the
inflow conditions seem to persist until just above the centerline. This behavior is
impossible to assess for the passive grid r = 14.0 case due to the flow geometry
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as the jet flow goes beyond the upper extents of the data with little view of the
crossflow. Comparing the low r passive grid cases to the r = 5.9 and r = 7.9
cases, substantially more activity in n is seen above the centerline in the active grid
cases.
It has been observed that the center of the counter rotating vortex pair follows a
trajectory below that of the centerline [98]. Additionally, the counter rotating vortex
pair has been shown in simulations to entrain the crossflow on the lee side of the jet
and transport it up [86]. As the active grid set is in a higher turbulence intensity
regime, the crossflow carries more energy in the turbulence. This could account for
the observed increase in the rotation of n on the windward side of the jet centerline.
The energy laden crossflow is pushed up through the jet causing the dynamics seen
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.17: Residence octants of the axis of rotation, n as described in (3.13). Passive grid cases




Figure 5.18: Angle of rotation θ about n, as described in (3.13). Passive grid cases (a) and active
grid cases (b)
by the individual components of the fluctuating velocities to change directions. This
change in the fluctuations leads directly to a change in the state of the Reynolds stress
anisotropy. In the active grid set this increased rotation in the principle axes can be
seen across a larger area of the windward side of the jet than in the less energetic
passive grid crossflow conditions.
Figure 5.18 shows the angle of rotation about n. A consequence of the mapping
from the 4 dimensional quaternion space to the 3 dimensional rotation space is a
double mapping of the rotation space, q = −q. Because of the double mapping the
angle defined directly via q is confined to 0 ≤ θ ≤ π but encodes the complete 3
dimensional rotation space. Here the angle ϕ is introduced, defined over the entire
rotation domain of 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π, where ϕ = 2θ. The quaternion derived angle, ϕ can
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describe a complete rotation of the principle axes from 0 to 2π. Due to the sensitivity
of this parameter to fluctuations in in the flow, and the compounding effects of error
in the multi step processing, the resulting parameter contains a great deal of noise. In
an effort to extract the relevant information, the angles are binned into equally spaced
bins of π/3. Additionally, as a rotation of ϕ = 2π brings the principle axes back to
an orientation identical to that seen when ϕ = 0, the 2π bin has been incorporated
into the 0 bin.
A similar difference in the distributions of n is seen in those of ϕ. Large changes from
the crosswind configuration are not seen until nearly the centerline in the passive grid
crossflow cases, while the region of activity is extended further above the centerline in
the active grid cases. The region well above the centerline, in all cases is dominated
by rotations of 2π/3 and 4π/3, an oscillation about π.
To better access the bulk behavior of the residence of the axis of rotation n and the
angle of rotation θ, further binning is carried out. Four areas of interest are identified
in the flow, their boundaries defined by the centerline, the formulation of which was
discussed in detail in section 5.2, and the shear layers on both the windward and
lee sides of the jet. The location and behavior of the shear layer itself is a complex
subject, the physics in portions of the shear layer mirror that of a skewed mixing layer,
the sources of hanging vortices [33]. The windward side shear layer is the source of
the ring vortices, which contribute vorticity to the counter rotating vortex pair [99].
Physically speaking the shear layer is an area of the flow field where the jet flow and
the crossflow interact, this interaction is complex and occurs across a region which
varies in thickness across the flow field. Various methods exist for approximating the
trajectory of the shear layer such as the determining the loci of inflections points and
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the maxima of fluctuation amplitude or the limits of the potential core [100] [101].
The axial distribution of u′v′ can also identify shear layer trajectory and generally the
far edge of the shear layer with respect to the jet centerline as it has been observed
that at the extents of the jet interaction with the crossflow, u′v′ → 0 which is also
confirmed in these data as can be seen in figures 5.13 and 5.14 [24]. This allows for
the definition of the shear layers depicted as the boundaries between zone 1 (Z1) and
zone 2 (Z2) on the windward side and zone 3 (Z3) and zone 4 (Z4) on the lee side
as the loci of points where u′v′2 ≤ 0.01u′v′2 along the axial profiles centered on the
centerline.
Figure 5.15 defines the four zones identified in the flow. Zone 1 (Z1) is the area
to the windward side of the windward shear layer. Zone 2 (Z2) and zone 3 (Z3)
are the areas between the centerline and the windward and lee side shear layers
respectively. Zone 4 (Z4) the area to the the lee side of the lee side shear layer.
The shear layer identification scheme described above should capture the majority
of the crossflow / jet flow interactions within Z2. Z1 is expected to be dominated
by the dynamics of the crossflow, largely independent of the interaction. Within the
shear layer, Z2 experiences high shear as the crossflow is entrained and accelerated
through the interaction with the higher velocity jet fluid as well as elevated vorticity
associated with the shear induced roll up vortices and the counter rotating vortex
pair. Below the centerline, Z3 also contains the interaction with the crossflow, though
the crossflow becomes more complex on the lee side of the jet as the jet wake is created
around the core which leads the the area of recirculation seen in the mean velocities
very close to the jet exit in figures 5.3 and 5.5. A concentration of y-component
vorticity is also known to occur along the lee side edge [32]. The fourth zone houses




Figure 5.19: Counts of octant of n residence grouped by zone and normalized by the total number
of queried points in each zone for both the passive grid (a) and active grid cases (b)
.
vortices are formed from ejections, entrained on the lee side of the jet and stretched
as the jet develops downstream, vortex stretching is associated with the production
of TKE [102] [103].
The residence octants of n and the angles of rotation ϕ both binned by zone and
normalized by the total number of observations in each zone are found in figures 5.19
and 5.20 respectively. Focusing on the residence of n, a residence in octant 6 is most
prevalent in Z1 across all cases, again it should be noted that due to flow geometry
and the constraints of the PIV window there is less of Z1 represented in the data for
the high r flows. Octant 6 is the +x,−y,−z octant, residence of n in this octant
indicates that the principle axes of bij are oriented down and into the page with respect
to the experimental coordinate system. Interestingly, the residence octants are less
distributed across Z1 in the active grid cases. The tighter distributions suggest that
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there is either less variation in the state of anisotropy in the more turbulent crossflow
or that the effects of the jet interaction on the crossflow extend beyond the shear
layer. Profiles of F in figure 5.11b indicate that more isotropic turbulence seems to
diffuse from the jet core to areas above the jet. The diffusion of jet core isotrtopy
seen F could lead to the tighter distributions in active grid Z1.
Crossing the windward shear layer into the jet, octant distributions in Z2 show great
variation across cases. In the lowest r in both the active and passive grid sets, the
prevalence of octant 6 persists across the shear layer boundary into Z2. Distributions
in both zones include a small but not negligible contribution from octant 1 indicat-
ing that the stresses are beginning to balance. In the intermediate values of r the
dominance of octant 6 is modulated by an increase in octant 7 residence, where n
crosses the z axis and all components are negative. The active grid Z2 distribution is
far more evenly distributed, the principle axes of bij loose their preferred orientation.
A similar effect is seen in the in the Z2 distributions of the highest r in both the
passive and active grid cases. In the windward portion of the jet the most variation
in n occurs, this trend is stronger in the more turbulent crosswind of the active grid
case.
At the extremes of r, very different distributions are seen in Z3, at low r both the
passive and active grid cases have their least preferential distributions across the
octants. Both show a majority of residences in octants 1, 2, and 6, three of the four
octants making up the positive x half of the coordinate system. In the intermediate
velocity ratio, the passive grid case shows a very similar distribution in Z3 as Z2.
While the distributions themselves are different, a similar effect is seen in the active




Figure 5.20: Angle of rotation θ colored binned by zone. Passive grid cases (a) and active grid cases
(b)
cases considered Z4 shows largely similar behavior with the most dominant octants
being 2, 6, and 8. From the contours in figure 5.17, it is clear that octant 8 is
dominant near the wall and downstream across all cases. This result shows that
the bulk wake dynamics are largely unaffected by the crossflow turbulence. While
differences in ejection frequency, and thus the spacing of wake vortices show some
dependence on r, the general structure of the wakes are similar in all jets in crossflow
[20]. It seems that the similarities in wake structures is seen in the principle axes of
bij, and the crossflow turbulence does not have a meaningful effect at changing these
structures.
The angles of rotation, ϕ are displayed across the same zones in figure 5.20. The
polar bar plots in figure 5.20 are constructed in such a way that the angular ticks
represent the edges of the π/3 binning scheme applied to the angles. Recall that
the 5π/3 − 0 bin is incorporated into the 0 − π/3 bin. Within each of the wedges
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representing one bin is space for the density bars of the total counts of binned angles
contained within the bounds of each of the four zones, their location within the bin
does not indicate finer angular resolution, all of the angles displayed are discrete with
π/3 spacing.
The distributions show a general preference towards the 4π/3 − 5π/3 range across
all cases. This preference is most prevalent in Z1, Z2, and Z3. The 4π/3 − 5π/3
range contains the rotation of 3π/2 which in the rotating coordinate system where
each axis is equidistant from n results in the +x axis aligning with the −y axis. The
distribution of angles between zones is nearly identical across the two lower velocity
ratios in the active grid set. Progressing to the high velocity ratio, Z1 residence
between π and 4π/3 is lost to an increase in the 4π/3 − 5π/3 bin. The Z4 angles
become nearly evenly distributed across bins in the r = 12.5 active grid case. Z3
shows similar behavior across the two lower active grid cases and the r = 5.1 passive
grid case with a preferential residence in the 0− π/3 bin.
In a bulk sense both the residence octants of figure 5.19 and the angles of rotation
of figure 5.20 show the greatest similarity in zone 4, the wake region. This indicates
that the stresses in the wake vortex system is minimally affected by the crossflow
turbulence. The evolution of invariant function F support this observation. The
radial profiles of F shown in figure 5.11 show that in both the passive and active sets
maintain moderate values of F on the lee side of the jet. The similarity in F seen in
the wake region between passive and active grid sets is in contrast to the substantial
differences in values of F seen on the windward side of the jet. The residence octants
of figure 5.19 show substantial differences between passive and active grid sets in Z2,
the areas between the centerline and the windward shear layer. This area is where
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increased isotropy in the active grid is observed with both increased values F in figures
5.10 and 5.11 and a departure from the positive xi axisymmetric line on the Lumley
triangles of figure 5.12. The contours of residence octants in figure 5.17 shows that
the passive grid cases show frequent fluctuations between octants 5, 6, and 7 in the
crossflow region as well as approaching the centerline, behavior also clearly seen in the
similarities between the distributions of octants in zones 1 and 2 in figure 5.19. Active
grid cases have principle axis residence in the same octants, though the fluctuation
between octants is less frequent in the crossflow area, and octants 1 and 2 become
active near the centerline. An examination of the behavior of the principle axes of the
Reynolds stress tensor wind turbines shows that areas of the flow with more rotation
about the vertical axis are the same areas where turbulence production is increased
and the Reynolds stress tensor tends towards a more one component state [69]. These
observations agree with what is observed on the windward edge of the jet in this work,
the more frequent change in residence octants is associated with increased anisotropy
which is both a cause and a result of the production of turbulence [93]. Elevated
turbulence intensity in the crossflow distributes the principle axes rotations more
evenly, particularly in the jet core which is consistent with the turbulence transferring
energy between components via flux rather than a the production of turbulence via
energy from the mean flow.
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6 | Conclusions
The impact of a turbulent crossflow on the jet is considered through examining two
sets of experiments. The first consists of three jets to crossflow ratios ranging from
r = 5.1 to r = 14 with a crossflow subjected to a passive grid. The second set
of experiments adds additional turbulence through the active turbulence generating
grid, a set of three velocity ratios between r = 5.9 and r = 14 are considered. The
two sets of experiments have similar enough velocity ratio ranges to make pairwise
comparisons on the influence of the turbulence.
Mean streamwise flow fields, the direction of the crossflow, show a region of recircu-
lation in the immediate wake of the jet consistent with previous studies [85]. The
more turbulent cases show this recirculation damped, it is both weaker and over a
smaller area. In the wall normal direction, that of the jet flow, the mean flow field
shows a core of jet velocity emanating into a field of mostly zero v. In the cases with
greater turbulence, this core is dissipated closer to the jet exit than the passive grid
cases.
Anisotropy of the Reynolds stress tensor, indicated by the function F , ranging from
zero in isotropic turbulence to unity in pure 2 dimensional anisotropic turbulence
shows dramatic differences between the highly turbulent cases and the less turbulent
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cases. All the cases considered show an area of increased isotropy in the core of the
jet that shows some diffusion down towards the wall on the windward side of the jet.
In the low turbulence cases the lee side edge marks a sharp decline in F towards zero.
The high turbulence cases the region of nearly isotropic turbulence diffuses beyond
the shear layers and makes the crossflow region more isotropic. The effect is more
pronounced at lower velocity ratios and grows as the flow progresses downstream of
the jet exit.
The invariants of the normalized Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor reveal more infor-
mation as to the nature of the anisotropy than the single parameter of F . Through
an examination of the invariants plotted on Lumley triangles the differences in the
anisotropic character of the jets in the two different type of crossflow are able to be
examined in more detail. In all of the cases considered the points on the Lumley tri-
angles move lower in η, away from more two component turbulence and towards more
three dimensional turbulence as the flow progresses downstream. This is consistent
with expectations in the flow, at the jet exit the flow is dominated by the strong jet
flow and the developed crossflow, as the flow progresses downstream strong vortices
form causing an increase in out of plane motions such as the wake vortices and the
counter rotating vortex pair, the latter of which is found to be generally confined by
the shear layers [32]. Lumley triangles of the passive grid cases show that points in
the windward wake region tend to reside along the axisymmetric line, with a limited
number of points within the showing more three dimensionality. This trend towards
three dimensionality within the jet is stronger at stations farther from the jet exit.
Outside the jet shear layer the passive grid cases are highly anisotropic, with invari-
ant values indicating a single strong component driving the turbulent motions in the
crossflow region.
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The higher turbulence cases have anisotropic profiles similar to the low turbulence set
near the jet exit. Near four jet diameters downstream a substantial amount more of
the core of the jet than in show invariant values indicating a higher degree of isotropy.
The areas in the crossflow that are considered do not reach as extreme levels of one
component dominated turbulence as was seen in the low turbulence case. Since the
profiles near the exit are largely similar, it is a reasonable conclusion that higher
turbulence in the crossflow, through its interaction with the jet, generates a more
three dimensional isotropic turbulence. It is unclear if the diffusion of the isotropy
above the jet indicated in figure 5.10 of the contour plots of F is generated within
the core of the jet and transported out, or if the interaction of the slower and less
rotational crosswind with the faster and highly rotational jet flow generates more
isotropic turbulence at the interface. There is an argument for the latter in that the
jet typically entrains the surrounding fluid rather than expelling the jet fluid into the
crossflow [104].
A complete, though low resolution view of the eigenvectors, or principle axes of
the normalized anisotropy tensor via a quaternion representation of the rotation in
the matrix of eigenvectors is presented. The quaternion is represented graphically
through the residence octant of the three dimensional vector, n made up of three
components of the quaternion defining an axis of rotation, and an angle, ϕ given by
the fourth quaternion component. Low turbulence cases show a more homogeneous
distribution of rotation axes, n in the crossflow region and an increase in in rotation
activity only occurs just to the lee side of the centerline carrying on to through the
windward shear layer. Beyond the shear layer the high turbulence cases do not show
increased rotation in n. Though within the jet there is more rotation compared to
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the passive grid, particularly in the intermediate velocity ratio. The wake region is
remarkably similar.
The distribution of rotation angles shows the majority of the flow field is represented
by rotations between 4π/3 and 5π/3 across both the high and low turbulence cases.
The wake region is also represented by the same angles across all cases. Little effect
from the turbulence can be seen in the angle of rotation.
Component budgets of the Reynolds stress anisotropy show the effect of the distri-
bution of components on F . Both the low and high turbulence sets start with clean
distributions of the components close to the jet exit, the distribution of components
that occurs on the windward side of the jet drives F towards zero as the components
evolve into a more anisotropic state. This happens almost universally across the low
and high turbulence sets. The notable exception being in the intermediate velocity
ratios in low and high turbulence at x′/d = 3 and x′/d = 6 the value of F does not
drop off as in all the other cases, while the distributions of components are quite
different. This suggests some dependence on r is also driving the behavior of the
anisotropy.
The dependence on crossflow turbulence on the level and distribution of anisotropy
in the Reynolds stress tensor of the jet in cross flow is quite clear from the qualitative
assessment of the data. This further complicates the modeling challenges associated
with the flow at higher turbulence levels as the region of increased isotropy is ill
defined. In lower crossflow turbulence regimes the lee side shear layer acts as a
boundary between an anisotropic portion of the flow and the isotropic portion within
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the jet. Models could be parameterized such that different Reynolds stress treatments
are used depending on the location in the flow.
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Appendix
A | Turbulence Viscosity Modeling
A.1 Zero Equation Models
Zero-equation models prescribe the scales which define νT algebraically. The first 
example of a zero-equation model is the mixing-length theory of Prandtl [105], which 
is based on an analogy between the mean free path in the kinetic theory of gases and 






where lm is the mixing length, which near a plane wall is defined as lm = κy, where
κ is the von Kármán constant when the flow is plane shear and the only mean
velocity component is parallel to the wall and varies with distance normal to the









With the additional assumption that the shear stress is constant near the wall, the




ln y+ + C (A.3)
where u+ = u/uτ and y+ = yuτ/ν with uτ the friction velocity and C a dimensionless
constant. The "law of the wall" is able to quite accurately predict the velocity profile
of the turbulent boundary layer [39].
Beyond Prandtls model for the boundary layer, zero-equation models can be extended
to three dimensional flows by by applying the length scale to the full strain rate









There remains a necessity with the mixing length model to apply a length scale, the 
choice of which requires prior knowledge of the flow, or very general assumptions, 
often times both. Despite their limitations, they are often used today to supplement 
a more robust models at small scales. The Smagorinsky model is used to resolve 
sub-grid scales in large eddy simulation, and the law of the wall is often used as a 
wall function in k − E models.
A.2 Kinetic Energy Models
The premise of kinetic energy models originates with a theory introduced by Kol-
mogorov [107], a velocity scale relates to the kinetic energy as
u∗ = ck1/2. (A.5)
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This relation initially gave rise to a family of one equation models to close the trans-






+ u · ∇k
= −∇ ·T′ + P − E,
(A.6)
Where Dk/Dt is the material derivative of the turbulent kinetic energy, T′, the flux,
P , the production, and E, the dissipation. The kinetic energy models resolves the
fields for u, p, lm, k, νT , and u′iu′j. One equation models require modeling of the
flux and dissipation terms, to achieve this empirical length scales are again required
[108].
Eliminating the prescribed length scale Launder and Spalding [109] propose that the
length scale be related to both the kinetic energy and the dissipation
l = CDk
3/2/E. (A.7)
The elimination of the prescribed length scale requires that an additional transport
equation be solved for the dissipation. Rather than the exact transport equation for
the dissipation, an empirical model is used as the exact transport equation operates at
dissipation scales which are beyond the reach of the k− E models [50]. The empirical
















The only term that must be modeled is the flux term from (A.6). The the turbulent
viscosity becomes entirely a function of k and E,
νT = Cµk
2/E. (A.9)
Leaving three empirical constants to be determined experimentally.
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